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Don't Miss Tuesday's
Town Meeting of the
Campus, Remember

!

A Bitch In

Time Saves

Nine.

Published by the Students of The College of Wooster
Volume LXXX11I

Wooster, Ohio, Friday, November 18, 1966

Unrest Rises To Fever Pitch;
Students Air Views Tuesday
The general unrest usually pervading the Wooster campus has seemingly come to a fever pitch in the last several
weeks. In an effort to alleviate the causes of the
h
muttering of the student body, the Student-Facult-

Number 8

itipliiiif pMHMti 0i U. S. S slective Sarofe
by Larry Hanawalt

President Johnson's National Advisory Commission on
the Selective Service is conducting a full scale evaluation
of our nation's draft system. Wooster students and faculty
members can register their recommendations Monday in an

under-the-breat-

y

Officially, the meeting will be a

special meeting of the SFRC.
Seated on the platform will be the
administration and student members of the SFRC President How-ar- d
Lowry, Deans J. Garber Dru-shand F. W. Cropp, the Personnel Deans (Ralph A. Young, Howard D. King, Mrs. Raymond E.
Dix and Miss Ruth Farr) , the SGA
cabinet, and Don Kennedy, editor
of the Voice. A special invitation
was extended to Mr. Arthur Palmer, the College Business Manager. All these members have
stated they will be in attendance.
al

The purpose of the affair is to
air student feelings on a variety
of subjects, to seek answers to
campus problems, and to exchange
ideas between Deans and students.
Questions may be directed to anyone on the platform from anyone
in the audience or another panel
member. The Deans do not expect
to be passive, but anticipate asking questions of the students. Mr.
King stated that "hard questions
shot from the hip" were not only

COMPETENCE EXAMS

examination to test
competence in writing will be
given on Saturday, Dec. 3,
beginning at 8:30 a.m. in the
The

Room. The
competest
to
examination
tence in speech will be given
on Nov. 30, Dec. 1 and 2.
Library

Lecture

Students who wish to take
either or both exams are
asked to register in the Registrar's office, Nov. 21, 22, 23.

these

Instructions for
exams can be picked up from
the Registrar's office when the

student registers. Students
may consult the college catalog on the "Works" for a
complete statement of the requirements for competence in
writing and speech.

encouraged, but solicited.

Vi

To encourage meaningful ques
tions, anyone who wishes to initiate a subject or who anticipates

Highlights Business

Career Discussions
by Norm McKay

"Business: Where the Ac
tion Is - A Piece of the Action'
will be the first of a series
of vocational seminars to be
held in the Library Lecture Room
on Tuesday, Nov. 29, from 7:15
to 8:15 p.m.
Dr. Hans Jenny, professor of
economics 'at the College of Woos
ter, will be the moderator of a
panel made up of both local and
outside representatives from some
of the major fields of the modern
business world. These men will be
representing their respective busi
nesses of Merchandising, Manufacturing, Advertising, Personnel
Management and Insurance.
be centered
around the subject "How to Train
an Executive," a controversial ar- Discussion

will

(Continued on Page 4)
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SGA sponsored plebiscite.

'

quite an active role should sit in
llttTiiiiiiir "ir
V
'il Il
..It
the first six rows of the chapel.
GARY HOUSTON (second from r.) directed the student InitA hand microphone will be used
iated production of 'MaratSade" excerpts Saturday night
by each speaker. In addition, to
in Zeitgeist. He discussed the possibility of a repeat perprevent irresponsible, thoughtless
formance and other student produced plays, such as The
criticism, anyone broaching a
Fantasticks and the works of Harold Pinter.
topic will be required to read from
some semblance of a prepared
statement. The questions will not
be permitted to regress to insolence, insignificance, or irresponTwo years ago last spring headed by Bobbie Baker, Chris
sibility. The student chairman has several students at the College Newhams and Martha Mock, has
the right to rule anyone out of
some unique entertainenvisioned a place on campus provided
order at any time.
ment this year. Several professors
which would provide a stimu- have been involved in debate and
SGA Speaker of the Legislature lating atmosphere for thought and
discussion, and students have ofDick Galloway said he felt the discussion while at the same time
fered folk singing, and excerpts
main areas of discussion would be offering an outlet for creative ac- from the recent play
MaratSade.
the college social life (particularly tivity and pure relaxation. Such
the privacy aspect) ; service areas a place has been successfully reaPlans for the future include a
including maintenance, food ser lized this year with the opening possible expansion in the choice
vice, and the dormitories; church of Zeitgeist coffee house.
of refreshments which now conand chapel attendance; discipline;
sists of coffees, teas, and cold
colBacked
by
enthusiastic
an
car permits; the proposed Winter
drinks. Entertainment plans inTerm. In addition, academic free lege administration, several groups clude a continued program of
dom and the college speaker policy including the CCA, SGA, NAACP, poetry, discussion, and folk singChurch Session, and the Board of
are likely topics.
ing, with a W. C. Fields film fesTrustees, contributed the funds tival
under consideration for the
With the meeting taking place necessary for the endeavor. Much
future.
near
just before Thanksgiving Vaca- of the equipment was constructed
tion and with the enthusiasm ex- by students or donated by various
"The coffee house exists," said
pressed for its necessity by both concerns. Westminster church pro- Paul Landed, "mainly as a place
student leaders and administration vided the $1100 bathroom facilities for student expression. We would
members, a student participant and the chairs which surround the appreciate all interest and suggesaudience of over half the campus wire spool tables.
tions." Zeitgeist is open Friday and
is expected.
An active planning committee Saturday evenings.
i.
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Zeitgeist Stimulates Creativity

The National Student Association will present a compilation of
the results of such campus referenda across the nation to the
Commission in early December.
The National Advisory Commission is to make its recommendations to the President by the end
of this year.

Corps, VISTA, hospital or social
service work, teaching, or work in
the conservation of natural resources."

The National Student Association position paper also attacks
c
inequalities" in
the present system of deferments
and exemptions, and suggests that
students be required to serve eiThe President's Commission is ther before or upon completion of
taking a close look at the whole higher education or technical
concept of compulsory or volun- training.
tary service for military as well
President Johnson announced
as social needs. The Commission
his National Advisory Commission
(and the campus referendum) is
on the Selective Service early last
asking whether compulsory milisummer; the Commission is chairtary service should be eliminated, ed
by Burke Marshall, former civil
except in time of national emer- rights chief
at the Justice Departgency declared by Congress; whement and now vice president and
ther compulsory service should be
general counsel of IBM. Public reextended to a National Service
sponse has been minimal, conspicCorps pursuing social goals at
uously among the nation's college
home and abroad; whether volunstudents. Says James Reston in
tary or compulsory service should his Oct. 16 New
York Times
include women; whether such accolumn: "One of the odd things
tivities as Peace Corps, Vista, and
about the college students and the
the domestic Teacher Corps should
Government of this country is
defer youth from compulsory milithat they seldom seem to get totary service; whether a National gether
at the right time." Reston
Service Corps should attempt to
offers the response to the Comcope with the social casualties
mission as a case in point and
among our nation's youth who are
urges that college students make
presently deferred.
"socio-economi-

their wishes known.

A National Student Association
position paper on the draft declares that forced service to the
government should be abolished,
excepting conscription called for
by Congress during a national
emergency. The NSA further believes that "no government should
be allowed the power to compel
its citizens to kill," and that alternatives to military service should
by Cathy Crabtree
be available in times of national
Students, faculty and administration at the College of Wooster have realized for emergency. Possible alternatives
some time the need for professional career counseling on the campus. This need is es- include "the learning corps, the
pecially evident to seniors now faced with the termination of undergraduate study. Under Peace Corps, the National Teacher

Campus Need For Career Counseling
Prompts Effort To Expand Information

The questionnaires and IBM
cards on which to punch responses will be distributed before
chapel on Monday; boxes will be
provided at Compton, Kenarden
and the Library center desk for
return of the IBM cards by Tuesday. Bill Chappell, chairman of
the SGA Current Events Committee, will conduct the referendum
and convey the results to the NSA.
The Voice will publish the results
of the Wooster poll, as well as
the composite results compiled by
the NSA.

graduates want to be exposed to career opportunities, but in most cases are not aware of
the importance of early planning.
After a survey of department
heads of the College, members of
the Educational Policy Committee,
of the SGA, cona
clude that there is a crucial lack
of information about careers and
graduate schools in most departments. The committee stresses that
this does not mean that faculty
sub-committ-

ee

members are unqualified to aid
students in making
post-gradua- te

Executive Training

mil -- KpIS lP?

plans.

It simply means that most professors lack the time, connections,
and sometimes interest to get
information for students
in their field. The history department, for example, admits that it
is impossible to keep up on new
trends and developments in jobs
and graduate schools. Aside from
the lack of current information in
specific fields, there is no place on
campus to get comprehensive ideas
work.
of different or
Student organizations such as
the Student Government Association and the Campus Christian
Association, have been working to
meet some of the career needs.
For instance, Lynne Dow, under
the auspices of the EPC, is doing
project, making a
a work-studfile which will show summer jobs
Wooster students have. ' had in
hopes that other students can use
their experience to get jobs.
A committee of the CCA, under
the leadership of Bill Spratley, is
setting up seminars with Mrs.
Ruth Noletti, Director of Placement, the first of which will be
Nov. 29. The seminars will include
four resource people in a certain
vocation who will discuss their
work and answer questions from
students. The purpose of the sem
up-to-da- te

little-know-

y

.

n

inars is to expose students to the
various opportunities in such fields
as business and Christian vocation,
so that they will have some firsthand knowledge of occupations in
these fields.
These programs will continue
throughout the year, and Spratley
urges students who want to know
more about a specific field to contact him. Dr. Lowry and Mr. Edward Arn, Alumni Director, have
offered their services in getting
valuable speakers.
In conjunction with the EPC,
Dean Drushal has asked Mrs.
Noletti to make up a list of places
on campus where information is
available on graduate study. The
letter is to be sent to all juniors
and seniors.
Also, seniors are having an informal meeting this Monday evening to share their ignorance (and
hopefully printed material) about
graduate schools and other career
possibilities.
Dick Bunce, chairman of the
EPC, states however, that none
of these temporary solutions gets
to the heart of the problem. The
lack of adequate career counseling
cannot be blamed on those who
are trying to do the job now.
Bunce points out, "The need is
glaring for a trained and experienced professional career advisor."
This professional counselor would
not take over the job the faculty
is doing, but rather would serve
them and students, in providing
expert advice and a wealth of
inter-relateinformation on graduate schools, fellowships, professions, unusual jobs, etc.
During his campaign last year
for SGA President, Wade Brynel
d

son devoted part of his platform to
describing the need for just this

Raitt Investigates Possibilities

e
type of'
advisor. After
Woosfer-ln-Hougmany meetings and discussions
h
with administration, he still does
A Wooster-in-Houenot know if, or when, the college
program would offer a response to last
will have a career counseling pro- would answer a number of needs, summer's riots. It would mean
gram.
says Professor Thomas Raitt. It more effective CCA workcamps
both to the areas served and to
the people going from Wooster.
full-tim-

Of

Project

h

Weekends and vacations spent
in Cleveland are primarily orien
tation and too much time has to
be devoted to making contacts for
projects and living accommodations, says Raitt. A definite place
to go is needed for a more sustained effort and more individual
program. Such a program would
also mean learning to live in a
situation without being: provincial
which is often the fault of short

is
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Relations Committee has elected
to sponsor a "Town Meeting of
the Campus" this coming Tuesday
evening, Nov. 22, at 9:00 in the
Memorial Chapel. The entire campus is invited and encouraged to
attend what some student leaders
term a major step in bridging
the communication gap on the
campus.
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unpack ceramics which
will be part of the 1966 Christmas Bazaar at the College Art
Center opening Tuesday, Nov. 29, at 8 p.m. and continuing
to Dec. 8. The sale will also include small sculpture, toys,
enamels, jewelry and prints. The print selection will include
the complete "Second International Exhibition of Miniture
Prints" and an exhibition from Ferdinand Roten Galleries &
GEORGE OLSON

DEBBIE WARD

Associated American Artists.

term involvement
Perhaps the best way to start
such a program, Raitt feels, is to
find a sociology major who could
do an investigation of possibilities
for I.S. Such a situation would
provide ever growing educational
opportunities. The proposed winter
term would offer a very flexible
opportunity as well as semester
studies in an urban culture dealing
with religion, ethics, sociology,
psychology and other disciplines
in relation to the city.
Structurally the program would
need one full time salaried director
with a background in sociology; a
physical plant; and a board of
directors. Student backgrounding
prior to the Conference on the Gty
this spring may make that a functional outlet for ideas, suggests
Raitt.
'
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Guest Editorial

A Vote For Sanity

The Sound Of Silence

by Ron Wirick

The editorial "Winter of Our Discontent" (Nov. 11)
has restated the old question of student apathy. "The Administration may have begun to wonder if the only voices
of dissent on campus exist among the students in leadership
positions." No, they aren't the only voices of dissent, but
the rest go unheard in the Shack, Coffee House, or dorms.
We generally lack an immediate channel for expressing our
feelings so the vioce is quiet but the unrest is still there. No
one problem is worth a personal crusade to the Dean's office;
however, add up the gripes, questions, problems of over 1,400
students and . . . Use your imagination. We have our opportunity Tuesday night (see page one for facts) to meet
those who know and to express our feelings. The meeting
is what the students want to make it.

The intense young lawyer calmly faced his audience
and delivered a short but eloquent speech accepting the role
of United States senator-elecThe usual roar of partisan
applause greeted his statement, but that was about the only
t.

thing which was usual about this

particular election victory. For the Mark Hatfield, Charles Percy,
speaker was Edward Brooke, the
first Negro to be elected to the nation's highest legislative body since
Reconstruction. Just as significant
and seemingly even more unusual,
Brooke is a Republican.
Across the country last week the
Brooke tnumph

became

of

symbol

Is there any excitement about our meeting? There is
in the administration. Dr. Lowry is rewriting his Chapel
speech for Monday in which he was going to discuss some
of the problems on campus he doesn't want to take the wind
out of our sails! Dean Drushal has cancelled a flight reservation to be able to attend. Dean King said he expected and
solicited "hard questions shot from the hip" (for our own
benefit we should plan to speak to real central problems and
not just bitch to hear ourselves talk).

the

an

1

Sxvn'I

1

I"

upsurge of
strength among
liberal Republicans that seemed impossible in
!)
1964. With the
return of Nelson
R o c k e feller,
George Rom- Wirick
ney, John Volpe,
and Clifford Case, the election of

5

"And when did you first notice this throat irritation, Mr. Johnson?"

(1

The deans want to hear what we really feel do we
really feel anything? One sure way to show them how im- The Palmer St. Irregulars
portant we think problems are is by sheer strength. If we
have so many people that we have to use the televisions in
Scott, the deans will know that there is enough dissent to get
us out, away from the books. That's our goal. If you have
by Mike Hutchison
an hourly on Wednesday, plan now so you have those two
hours free. If you don't have a favorite gripe or question
As Simon and Garfunkel say, "The words of the prophets are written on the subway
(highly unlikely), come and listen to others who make known walls, tenement halls," and toilet stalls (I might add). Yes, everyone knows what graffiti
their feelings.
are. The dictionary defines them as "rude inscriptions or drawings, found on rocks, walls,
etc." Kind of like when you were a cool stud in sixth grade and carved your and your wo- We love Wooster "in the beauty of her imperfection,"
man s initials in a tree. Anyway,
but let's not "use our humanity as an excuse" for our failings. psychologists now tell us that we our friends the scientists are really with the Red Baron." Tucked away
in a corner is the astounding
Let's use this one-shsession to find the focuses of our gripes are to take all such scribblings like.
However, since this spot is
"Donald Duck is a chicken." There
we hear too often and start down the road to changing them. seriously. Scholarly treatises in
for
large
of
the
is at least one classically-mindea
portion
such reputable scientific journals
Start thinking and talking now.
Newsweek have asserted that campus, I decided to do my re- scribbler, as evidenced by the
Dick Galloway as
search in a place accessible to heart-fel- t
but incorrect affirmation
these inscripeveryone the TUB Sandalwood that "Clytemestra Loves Agamemtions spring

Tp

Table

Wisdom

ot

off-limi-

ts

d

Conscientious Objections
An America which subordinates freedom of conscience,
even in times of national emergency, is an America which
endangers the very principles which it claims to defend. Compulsory military service should be required by Congress only
during a declared national emergency, and, in that event,
alternatives to military service should be available for those
who have valid objections of conscience.

Our confusing, frustrating war in Southeast Asia has
demonstrated graphically the draft system's inadequate provision for individual conscience. Many who wholeheartedly
support our nation's stand in Korea and during World War
II who would no doubt have joined either fight enthusiastically cannot support our present war in good conscience.
Those who would lump Vietnam with Korea and Pearl Harbor
must sacrifice intelligence of the situation to emotion.

Room. There the graffiti-hounnon."
finds such flowers of philosophy
d

from the basic
human desire to

mark, to attain
a kind of immortality, and
that they reveal
many of the
deepest, most
secret feelings
of the writer.

anti-Christ-

table-scribbl-

Hutch

It is in graffiti, they say, that
the real human creative impulse
asserts itself. And come to think
of it, it has always been that way.
Neanderthal man did some wild
things on the walls of his caves;
old Moses whiled away his spare
time on Mt. Sinai by carving a
few (about ten, I think) of his
favorite sayings into a rock ; Mich- aelangelo was partial to ceilings
of chapels; some wildhair really
did a groovy graffiti job on Mt.
Kushmore; and Dylan Thomas is
said to have left some of his best
poems on the walls of various
washrooms around Greenwich Vil

President Johnson's Advisory Committee on the Selective
Service is considering many creative alternatives to the
present draft system. Alternatives to military service, in time
of peace or war, could include teaching, hospital or social
service work, the learning corps, the Peace Corps, VISTA,
the National Teacher Corps, and work in the conservation of lage. Graffiti that's where
natural resources. An article elsewhere in this week's Voice action is.
discusses the job of the President's Commission, as well as
Graffiti Scribblers
the National Student Association's position of the draft.

the

So, not wanting to be unscien
A campus referendum next Monday will allow us to tific, I decided to check out Woos-ter'- s
creative scribbling, to see just
register our recommendations with the President's Commisis going on in the innermost
what
sion. The National Student Association urges students not
thoughts of my fellow students to
to justify James Reston's comment that: "The students are see what
strange desires and pas-

always protesting about policies after, rather than before, sions are lurking inside their heads
the policies are set, which is like courting the girl after she that only come out under the
However, I quickly
has married the other guy."
graffiti-impuls-

The Voice urges concerned students to consider the
freedom of individual conscience, as well as the social goals
pursued by the suggested alternatives to compulsory military
service, in formulating opinions on the draft system's future.
As Robert McNamara has said: "This is a nation in which
the freedom of dissent is absolutely fundamental." Freedom
of conscience does not become less "absolutely fundamental"
to America in times of national emergency.
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discovered that the College has this
thing about marble walls. The
average Woo washroom sterile,
smooth, shiny and hard just isn't
the most conducive atmosphere for
would-bwall scribblers. I won
der, could this be a conspiracy by
Galpin to discourage free thinking
on campus? Perhaps an SGA committee to bring back wood walls
would be in order.
e

The one remaining graffiti-pr- e
serve is Taylor Hall, a veritable
paradise for students of abnormal
psychology. Some inscriptions in
the men's washrooms date back
over 30 years. There is a partial
larly interesting debate of near
epic length between the campus
mathematicians, chemists, and
physicists, of which one printable
sample is the assertion that
"Mathematicians are quasi-scien- tists,'' and the loyal math-lover'- s
retort that Physicists are quasi.
This War and Peace of the wash
room is a must for all humanities
majors who want to find out what
--

It is important

The election results, of course,
were not entirely rosy for liberal
Republicans. Strange as it sounds,
Ronald Reagan will become Cali
fornia's governor in January. On
the strength of his landslide victory, Reagen almost undoubtedly
will be touted as a Presidential
candidate. Outside of an outright
deadlock, however, it seems un
likely that he will receive the nom
ination. More dangerous to liberal
hopes is the probability that Rea
gan will throw his support to that
perennial candidate," Richard
Nixon.
If You Don't Succeed . . .

The erstwhile Vice President
has been running hard for the post
he so narrowly missed in 1960.
and he has built a large backlog
ot political credits within the last
couple of years. During this last
campaign, for example, Nixon
visited 37 different states and traveled 35,000 miles. It is this type
of grueling partisan activity which
wins the favor of the party pros.
Nixon has also become the darling
of the Goldwater faction within the
GOP, and although this group has
nowhere near the power it had
two years ago. it still Dossesses
5v
nrroat inflnannA
n ... km!
innuuii,c jiii uic tlami
tuiu
mountain states and in the South.

to remember
that the message is the thing, and
not the spelling. With this firmly
in mind we can try to decipher
the cryptic statement "Virnal disease." Perhaps this is a reference
to spring fever, with a new variaThis is an impressive list of
tion on the word vernal. And then backers, and unless the liberals
again, maybe it isn't. On another and moderates are alert, 'Tricky
Table-Scribbl- er
for Action
table we are urged to "Support Dick" may sneak
away with the
Rather, he is a man of action capitolism," the spelling of which prize he
so dearly covets. In fact
and social involvement a sup is, perhaps, a significant comment so
strong has his support become
porter of causes. For example: on the nature of America's young that there is some
justification for
"Help stamp out pay toilets," and capitalists.
fearing that Nixon will blitz the
"Down with mental health!" The
next convention just as Goldwater
Lighter-side- d
Scribbler
activist's favorite cause is "Help
did the last.
promote sex." Under this inscripElsewhere we find such happy
tion someone has scratched, with
There are, however, two vital
&
inscriptions
as "Exultation
chewed
fingernail perhaps,
differences
between the two cases.
Ecstasy!" from which a meaning"With Wooster men you gotta be ful
arrow points to the word First, of course, is the fact that the
kidding!" in answer to which "Nancy." There are
many ques- liberals ase so much stronger now
someone has added the cryptic
tions, such as "Where are the than they were in 64. Second, the
comment "To far extreme."
Snowdens of yesteryear," and the left and center of the party have
Such written conversations are
closely related "Why do we let already united behind one candi
rather common. One exchange be them do
it to us Catch 22." Also, date something they never suc
gins "The middle class is a lost
there is much advice "Beware of ceeded in doing at the last conven
cause;" is rebutted by "So's your
Mustang Sally," and "Don't for- tion. Scranton and Rockefeller
mother," and the debate is closed
get this name (ISIK AYGEN)". have both declared themselves out
with "Well, now that vou mention
of contention, Hatfield comes from
On another table we find
Here on these tables we also too small a state, and Brooke and
it
"Possum has the Big G," to which see the anguished cries of despair Percy are too young in experience.
some disgruntled Possum-hate- r
of uncertainty This leaves George Romney as the
has ("Down-hearted!added "That's close."
("Cogito Ergo
with nothing man of the hour for the GOP proGraffiti reading helps one see more), and of suffering ("Life gressives.
more clearly the students' tastes in goes on!"). But the most intrigu
The Man
literature. On one table is the im ing inscription, and one whichn
passioned plea "Help get Snoopy a should be considered by all
Romney has compiled an excelnew Sopwith Camel." Emotion
of Significance, is the puz- lent record as Michigan's governor
seems to be running high on this zling yet profound "SAME PEO- and has that intangible look and
question, and the tables are vir- PLE DIFFERENT." Think about feel of a President. Furthermore
tually covered with cries of "Down that one for awhile.
in a
battle with Nixthe
on
Motors President has an important advantage:
his proven
ability.
Nixon, on the other hand, has not
Courtesy in Chapel
points out that the William Coffins, won an elective office on his own
the Harvey Tildens, and the Jim rights for more than a decade.
To the Editor:
Not everyone on campus enjoys O'Briens and all other individuals Romney's largest handicaps are his
the Chapel attendance requirement who try to relate what is happen- religion (Mormon) and the obvior many of the programs. How- ing in the world to what is hap
ous antipathy of the party organever, there are more polite and pening at Wooster should not
bother us at this period of our de- ization men. Neither of these facconstructive ways to resist than
tors should prove fatal, however,
the loud and incessant talking velopment.
We agree that our fundamental especially if Romney makes a sufwhich seems to be a daily habit
for some. Surely, as college stu- purpose at this school is education ; ficient number of "unrelated" polidents, we are capable of exhibiting there are, however, two aspects to tical
appearances around the couna little common courtesy towards education. First, there is the re
both the speakers and those who ceiving of knowledge and of the try within the next year and a
opinions and ideas of others; half.
may care to listen.
Wooster
provides ample means for
Kathy Rhodes
Much can still happen between
accomplishing this. Secondly, how
ever, there is the application of now and the convention, but the
what we learn and what we hear betting from this corner is that
And More Activists
to what is happening in the world the moderate-libera- l
coalition will
To the Editor:
Both
this
moment.
at
aspects must be equal to their task. This time
After reading Mr. Donaldson's occur simultaneously if either is
letter of Oct. 21, entitled "Thanks-bu- t to be of any use, to the individual the Republicans will give the voters a choice. Romney does look
No Thanks," we feel obliged or to the society.
to voice our disagreement.. He
great for '68.
(Continued on Page 4)

as "Big sisters are the crabgrass
in the lawn of life," "The Church
is the
and "Delts are
merely amusing." However, I
quickly discovered, the Wooster
is not really much
concerned with such philosophical
speculation.

make one's

Ray-

mond Shafer and Winthrop Rockefeller, and the retention of Jacob
J a v i t s , John Lindsay. Thomas
Kuchel and Hugh Scott, the progressive wing of the GOP has an
abundance of dynamic, talented
leaders. Even more vital for the
advocates of a "modern Republicanism" is the fact that these vie-- ,
tories should mean that the progressives will wield party control
in six of the nine largest states by
the time of the '68 convention.
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When it comes to attracting attention and getting inches of print,
football always manages to become a Goliath in faU sports. All the
little Davids soccer, cross country, and field hockey hustle around
in the shadow cast by the big boy and only make it out into the light
wnen mey outdo mm or when he gets too ungainly
to watch. Squinting in the comparative glare and
making a good sized shadow of their own, the
Wooster booters have played themselves right out
I
of the darkness and into the 1966 NCAA Mideast
Regional Tournament.
The soccer squad started making little bright
flashes as early as the beginning of October.
i
After losing a tough, 3-- 1 decision to Denison,
last year's Regional champion, in the season
opener, the determined kickers stunned Ober-H-n
and Ohio Wesleyan by matching both teams
Josh
point for point, 3-- 3 and
Soon after, the
Scots grabbed Ohio U's Bobcats by the tail and didn't let go until they had pounded out their first win, 3-- 2,
of the year. The
newly dubbed Wooster "spoilers" then traveled on to Akron to
take on the undefeated Zips. Putting all their stones into one sling,
the Scots let fly against the rugged Zip defense. Akron was still
hurting, down 2, in the final minute of the last quarter, but an
untimely Zip score tied the game at 2 and the Rubber City boys
went on to win, 3-- 2, in double overtime.
Five games into the season at
did anything but make it
look easier for the booters to run out from under an already stumbling
Goliath. But these had been the five roughest games of the year and
they had come right in a row. After this, it was one long burst for
the sunshine. Kenyon (5-0Hiram (7-1Mt. Union
Witten(4-3berg (5-0and Bowling Green ) were all trampled in the rush
and so five more wins got chalked up before the season ended.
Enough responsible people heard about and saw the shooting-star
Scots so that when the NCAA Regional "invites" were
passed around, Wooster was one of the lucky four. Only three
other schools Lake Forest, Wheaton, and Ohio Wesleyan got
the honor in this four state region, which has at least 50 competing schools. The NCAA designed the Regional Tournaments
specifically for small colleges and there are only one or two other
such tournaments in the nation. The Regionals do not lead on to
national competition, which is reserved for teams in the large university division. In the six year life of this Regional Tournament,
this is the first year that any school other than Akron, Denison, or
Ohio Wesleyan, which is back again this time, has represented I
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Scots nave won hve in a row. ihe
The game was close at first, the
win over the Falcons pushes
teams
batding at one end of the
the Scots' record to an impressive
and they travel today to the field, and then another, neither befirst round of the NCAA regionals ing able to score. Then midway
into the first period Bowling
at Delaware, Ohio.
Green's Orest Wolynec scored on
1
a
pass from Terry Butwid to give
4
J
the Falcons the lead. The Scots
4-- 3
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f
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rallied, but things weren't looking

Is

good as the first period ended with
the Falcons still in the lead.
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Wooster's
WOOSTER'S
CONFERENCE
NOMINEES.
Denny
Keyes (above left) and Mike Gordon (right) are two of the

1

"

Jpj; V1

six players pictured here who are making bids for
honors this year.

(1-0- ),

),

g
After a sun-ris- e
ride
training meal at Wooster and a
on the Pyers express, the Scots took on Wheaton
in Delaware,
Ohio this morning. The host school, Ohio Wesleyan
tackled
Lake Forest
this afternoon. Tomorrow the finals will be played.
Let's hope the booters decide to make this a long weekend.
(8-0--

The final disappointment of a long first season for Head
Coach Jack Lengyel came in the form of a 14-1upset by
arch-rivOberlin. Until 1966, the Scots had lost only one
of fifteen meetings with the Yeomen. This year's defeat

S

fl

al

leaves the Scots with only4 one vie- tory in nine Ohio Conference meet short and a few minutes later the
ings, Wooster s poorest season gun sounded with the Scots
camped indecisively on the Oberlin
since 1963.
31.
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Jeff Nye

Oberlin reversed roles after the
second half kick-ofimmediately

Overlanders Finish
the year of the
line,
quarterback, of the paper-thi-n
of the missed block, of the missed tackle, and of the weak team
and school spirit. This was the year of one win in nine starts,
of the
offense, and of the sporadically
and
bright, but generally weak defense.
out-pass- ed

ge

out-rush- ed

But this was also the year of the brand new coaching staff, of
the injury-riddlestarting line, and of the ridiculously depth-les- s
record is weak, let's face it, but it's only a record. It
squad. A
tells nothing about what went into making it. The coaching staff,
besides being new, ran into problems with practice scheduling. Board
jobs and labs ait down practice time to as short as an hour a day for
many players. To expect a team to win many football games with
practice circumstances like these is expecting too much.
n,
By
the varsity roster was down to about 45
men. There wasn't good depth at any position all season. The
depth chart before the Hiram game had checks beside the names
of five capable running backs. Three of these five were also
playing at other positions. Behind the starters in other positions
on that chart were names of players who had had no experience
at that spot or who were listed as back-u-p men at other positions.
The injury rate was unbelievable. Eleven men, only one of them
a freshman, were unable to play the first game because of injuries. By the Oberlin game, John Bailey, a rover on defense all
season, was in at offensive end. Fullback Ken Norris played defensively in at least half of the games this year. Linebackers were
shuffled constantly. Players were forced to learn a new position
in a week's time and then be expected to fill-i- n at the game on
Saturday. The personnel just wasn't there.
This will have to be the year for recruiting linemen, ends, and
linebackers. Next year will have to be a year of longer practice sessions, of more players better drilled in basic fundamentals, and
of more players willing to put out everything they can. A starter
with no substitutes to push him just doesn't do the most effective job.
d

1-- 8

mid-seaso-

BRENNER BROS.
for
YOUR SELECTION OF SWEATERS
CARDIGANS
SLIPOVERS
in
SHAG KNITS
VELOURS
LAMBS WOOL
CABLE STITCH

and
SUEDE

9.95

to

TRIMS

19.95

f,

rushing a threatening drive into
territory.
Outstanding
play by the Wooster secondary led
by defensive captain Webster
White managed to stave the surge
Wooster

Successful Season,

Post

4--

3

Dual Mark

on the Scot's 24.

by Phil Graham

Coach Lengyel inserted quarter- -

Saturday, the Scot
overlanders ran their last race
of the season at Oberlin, a
quadrangular meet scored as
Last

Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

Wooster, Ohio

out-stretch-

2--

ed

1.

At half time, Coach Nye told
1966 A LEAGUE

ALL-STA-

R

FOOTBALL TEAM
DEFENSE

Linemen: Don Campbell,
VII; Tom Williamson, V; Tim
Behm, V.

Linebackers: Bud Joshua,
VII; Steve Graff VII; Joe Benson, V; Steve Garner, VI.
(four-wa- y
ti for th thrt spots)
Safeties: Mike Weber, III;
John Schaeffer, VI.
OFFENSE

Ends: Pat Dewey, V; Ron
Larson, VI.
Tackles: Dave Jerome, VII;
Lary Rand, V.
Center: Larry Kirk VI.
Halfbacks: Dennis
Yan-chun-

V;

George

McCaul-le-

as,

y,

III.

three dual meets. The Scots defeated Cleveland State, 26-3and
22-3but were outrun
Ashland,
by Oberlin, who defeated everybody, by a score of 16-4The two
wins and a loss brought the harEd Smith
riers' record in dual meets to 4-running against some of the toughWooster began the afternoon imest teams around.
pressively enough, with freshman
quarterback Keith Gross engineerGil Cargill, 22:16, was first man ing a scoring march immediately
in for Wooster and 7th in the race. after the opening kick-ofBehind
He was followed by Charlie Orr, crisp blocking, Wooster moved
22:23, Ron Hine, 22:26, Mike from its own 43 yardline, with Ken
Bentley, 22:33, Paul Reinhardt, Norris, Mike Gordon, and Mike
22:57, and Tad Messenger, 23:06. Haworth slashing for consistent
short gains. The Scots moved to
the Oberlin two-yarline in 15
plays, where Gordon rammed over
BASKETBALL OPEN HOUSE
tackle for the
Before heading home for right
Oscar Alonso's steady toe conthe turkey, stop by at the gym
tributed the bonus point and
on Saturday night, Nov. 19,
Wooster moved confidendy into a
8 for the basketball open

r

Quarterback: Phil Graham,

1

III.

1,

4,

the Scots that he had come to
Bowling Green with the better baU
club, and he wanted to see them
use the short passes and their mid-fiel- d
control to prove it. The pep
talk must have taken effect, for
less than two minutes after the
second half began,
Pete
Jenks put out a supreme effort in
front of the Falcon's goal.

3.

3

co-capta-in

f.

Ken Norris

back Tom Boardman at this point
to attempt to revitalize the Scot
attack. The move had little effect,
for Boardman was dropped for a
large loss attempting to pass and
the Scots quickly surrendered the
ball. Fabian and Corwin moved
the ball smoothly for the Yeomen,
punishing the Scot line with relead.
peated gains. Fabian completed the
drive by cruising to his left then
Oberlin's defense served notice
dancing 16 yards down the sidethat the opening series was not to
line for the score. The crucial conindicate the final outcome. The
version point was added once
Oberlin eleven stunted frequendy
again by Flemming.
to harrass quarterback Gross and
The final quarter found the
surged to the flanks to shut down
the Scots' most potent weapon, the Scots scrambling to recover from
end sweep. With a fourth and 27, deep in their own territory. Gor
Wooster punted to the Oberlin 43. don and JNoms found little runFabian and Corwin alternated on a ning room, however, and Wooster
series of
gallops, which managed to move across mid-field
pass
was climaxed by Corwin's scoring only by virtue of a
thrust from the five. Flemming's from Jooardman to Gordon. Finconversion knotted the score at ally, the Scots sprung Mike Haworth on a quick trap maneuver
and he scooted across for Woos- The offensive momentum, as ter's second touchdown. The stage
far as Wooster was concerned, had was set for the
extra
been lost early in the second quar- point attempt. Obviouslv the Ober
ter. They were unable to regain lin defense was not fooled by a
the finesse of the first drive and take place kick formation for
were stopped twice before the Randy j Snow's receivers were
half ended. Alonzo's field goal at- blanketed by Yeoman defenders
tempt from the 37 yard line fell and the pass fell incomplete.
d

six-pointe-

at

house. Everyone is invited to
the program which will feature the pep band, a short
scrimmage, and a chance to
meet the new and old players
on the 1966 squad.
Coach Bean, commenting on the
season, said that as far as he was

concerned it had been "a successful one." The harriers ran against
some of the best teams in this part
of the country and so gained valuable experience. The fact that the
team is young with only two juniors and no seniors, should lead to
an even better season next year.

r.

7-- 0

10-yar-

d

d

27-yar-

7--

7.

all-importa-

BRENNER BROS.

The Falcon's weren't about to
let the Scots get ahead, as eight
minutes later the Falcons' Harold
hit one of the hardest shots of the
game towards the Wooster goal
from 20 yards out. The ball streaked by the heads of the Scot defense and the
hands
of goalie Ted Caldwell to put B.G.
ahead
The first half ended
with the score still 2--

3

2)

This was

first tally.

1.

1)

was the year that was for the football team.

C

by Jon Thomas

2)

(7-1--

all-OA-

Extra Point Proves Fatal
As Yeomen Top Wooster

hair-raisin-

quick-chan-

.....

ALL-OH- IO

the OCSA.

This

,'.

s.
V-tr-

-2

),

(5-3--

Wooster's First Tally
Soon after Bowling Green's kick-of- f
in the second quarter, Wooster's left inside Danny Adams
raced down to the Falcon's goal
with the ball, his quick manuvers
putting him past the defense. The
goalie rushed to meet Adams, but
the Wooster inside slipped the ball
over to Dave Hicks who was coming in on the right side. Hicks
cracked the ball into the net for

-1.

2--

Marsh

The Scots were looking for a record last Saturday at
Bowling Green, and they found it as Wooster won its fifth
consecutive game of the season against the Falcons. This is
the first time in soccer's six year history at Wooster that the

'

-

Bill

As one of the College's lesser

known and poorly supported athletic squads, the
team deserves recognition for the
races it has run and won, as well
as the ones it has run and lost.
cross-countr- y

nt

Pete passed the ball, it hit a defender's foot, and then Dave Hicks
for a second time that afternoon
came through with a connection
for Wooster, to tie the game 2-Just seven minutes later, Bowling
Green scored again. This time it
was Loreozen who had the magic
touch for the Falcons.
2.

Miller Nets Number 2
Wooster's shooting left wing, Stu
Miller, and Danny Adams made
short work of the Falcons' lead as
the two ran a quickly executed

maneuver for Woostefs third
score. The Scots had come from
behind three times during the
game and they weren't going to
let up. Early in the fourth period,
Wooster's center forward, Bob Levering, rushed a pass towards the
B.G. goal. He bodily threw himself into the goalie, and at the
same time passed the ball off his
back to Stu Miller. The Scots' left
wing shot the ball for his second
goal of the afternoon.
During the remainder of the
fourth period, the Falcons tried
desperately to score, but the hustling and fine defensive play of
Krohn, Rajabi, Jenks and Smith
wore the B.G. eleven into the
ground.
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(Continued from Page Two)

Mr. Donaldson evidently believes
that we are here solely to study
and that we can postpone the application of our learning. until a
later time. We are kidding ourselves if we think that we can
hide for four years, get-- a "good
Liberal Arts education," and only
then begin applying it. Mr. Donaldson warns that "you are going
to hurt in the Outside World if
you don't know how to be a Student." We are afraid that you will
never become a part of that "Outside World" if you limit yourself
to one half of your education.
John Dineen
Mark McColloch

Declaration of Independence
To the Editor:
Not too long ago I was asked to
be one of four independents to
write an account of
life and submit it to a special
MAB publication for the benefit
of freshmen who would be rushed
by sections. This publication was,
I understood, to contain certain
accounts from each section of its
particular attributes, and so the
editors felt that the independents
should be represented as well. I
asked if I were permitted to editorialize. I was told Yes I could,
as I was not expected to actually
speak for all independents, but for
myself as an independent, that, in
fact, I could say anything about
the sections which was on my
mind. As it turned out, I understand, the MAB will print only
one of these independent accounts
instead of four. Since my account
was not the one accepted and since
I feel that the independents should
not have only one spokesman, I am
submitting it below for, primarily,
the consideration of the freshman
readers:
. non-sectio- n

"Section life, to an indenendnh
is unique. With the exception of
the period of a man's life devoted
to military service, it is an aspect
of a Wooster man's life in which.
over a period of three and a half
. a
years, his social activities are
largely commensurate with those
of others.

...

Yet when an instructor presents
exist under the dominion of secinlife
tion
seem to be, from an
a point of view that is specifically
dependent's point of view, useless taken from some critical work, it
bothers. Unique, but useless.
seems only right that he should
give due acknowledgment, not
"It is silly to speak of the ad- only
from the point of view of
vantages of independent life over academic honesty
but also so that
section life, however. If and where the
student, if interested, can see
such advantages exist is to be dethe view in its full context in the
termined by the individual, quite
source itself.
obviously. The independent simply
Kay Harley
knows that his time is his own
and that he gets out of it what
he puts into it, nothing .more. He MORE ON
is under only those obligations
which he has chosen to make.

iifiii

Career Discussions

"He is permitted to live with
his own indulgences, pretensions,
oddities, loyalties, and prejudices,
devoid of any lockstep of collective
attitudes. His friends are his own,
and he may choose them without a
second thought as to sectional,
sexual, racial, religious, or clique
barriers.
"The independent
especially
the off campus independent
is
l.
His in
not essentially
volvement with the campus life is
often an intense one in that he
derives the most value from the
college community and contributes
most incisively to it from what
one may call a respectful distance.
--

anti-socia-

"He believes that .the proper in
tellectual intercourse with the college community is possible when
he is free of the imposition of institutional coercion, and only then.
Naturally, to him, the section system represents a form of institu
tional coercion. If he may remain
outside the structure of the insti
tution, then he can preserve a respectful distance towards individuals and sections alike. Moreover,
each year he may expand the possibilities by which he can participate in the life of the community and in any direction of his
choosing. That, after all is the
glory of college life, and the independent refuses to be deprived

(Continued from Page 1)

sion. A question and answer perweek on the outlook in business iod will follow.
for the college student after gradu-

tide in the

Oct. 24 issue of News

ation. The article explains that, in
recent years, fewer and fewer college graduates have been selecting
business as a career.
According to a recent Louis
Harris poll, only 31 percent of college graduates even consider a
career in business. One explana
students regard
tion is that
business as dull, uninteresting and
devoid of idealistic challenge."
The article ascribes this disenchantment to the inadequacy of
company training programs. The
training programs have been placing the potentially successful undergraduate in mediocre positions
requiring little initiative or variation. Many companies, notably
American Telephone and Telegraph, have abandoned or shortened their formal training programs and are now "giving able
people work that rouses their interest and tests their abilities."
The training and basic duties
involved in the business occupations, the social responsibilities
and the new challenges and openings in business will be spotlighted
by the panelists during the discus- -

...

The Vocational Seminar Series
is being sponsored by the CCA
under the direction of the Special
Projects Committee. During the
current school year, similar seminars will be conducted on such
vocational areas as the Church,
education, law, medicine, science
and technology, government occupations, the social service professions and fields of music, art and
writing.
The next seminar before Christmas will be held on Thursday,
Dec. 8, on the subject of Church
vocations. Mr. Asbury will be moderating a panel discussion on aspects of the Christian ministry.

Gary Houston

STARTING WED. FOR

1

In a school which places such
emphasis on academic honesty I
find it very distressing to encounter lectures based almost totally on
an outside source, with no specific
references given. Informative lectures are all too often sacrificed
to vague and purposeless class dis-

Sundays
:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
TRY OUR TENDER

GsEiipus Mews Ntites

Catering to: Banquets,

Jack Lemmon
Walter Matthau

Private Parties, Family Meals

price covers trans-Atlant- ic
lets as well as transportation throughout Europe, all

All-inclus-

132 S. Bucby St.
WOOSTER OHIO

7i30

J

Continuous Service from
a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)

For Reservations

HI I

Phone

nl

263-478- 6

Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
5 to 7 p.m.
All You Can Eat
Ph.

262-78- 06

meals, hotels, transfers, and
sightseeing. Visit England,
Germany, Switzerland,
and France. See us for details.
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FLAIR TRAVEL
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GINO'S!

Off Liberty St. (Rear)

catch it in the ear
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good food

one time

bad prices
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STARTS WEDNESDAY

On Monday, Nov. 28, Ruth Turner. Special Assistant to James
Farmer (the National Director of CORE), will be on campus to speak
in chapel and to an open meeting of the NAACP that evening. The
topic for her chapel address will be "Black Power: a Voice Within."
She will be available throughout the day for informal conversations
with students in the Andrews Library Memorial Room.

264-404-

immm

Wooster Theater

spring must renew their applications.

ive

"wildest"""

STARK'S
Restaurant

Students who wish to be considered for participation in the
Wooster Archeological Expedition to Pella during the summer should
see Miss Holliday, Kauke 209, by Dec. 5. Those who applied last

UNIQUE COOKERY

SUSANNAH

"Explosively funny gags and
laughs come at us as if from

263-280-

days

SUNDAY & MONDAY

starring

Phone

To

15
Open 2

Lee Marvin

PHONE

"THE PROFESSIONALS"

FOR ALL YOUR

mi

DRUG STORE
NEEDS
COSMETICS

VITAMINS

GREETING

CARDS

263-11- 76

SPENBtRS!
May we interest

you in a spree?
You'll pay so little

for the presents,
you can even squeeze

the largest selection of
perfumes and colognes

and men's toiletries

in a little something

in Wayne County.

for yourself.

HE

SIT
583
Charge Accounts

a.m.

421 East Liberty Street

in

if

p.m-- 2

Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service

This Monday, Nov. 21, there will be a meetine of all interested
members of the senior class and other interested students in Kauke
225 at 7:15. The meeting is to share information, knowledge from
personal contacts, and catalogues of graduate school opportunities.
The meeting will be organized by disciplines (history in one corner,
education in another). Students will be free to wander from one dis
cussion to another. Please bring all folders and catalogues that you
have received. Come even if you know now what your plans are,
Because you may be able to help someone else.

o

$688.00

D

CHICKENI

A valuable man's ring was found at Alexander's Restaurant
over Homecoming. Contact Alexander's if you have any idea to whom
it may belong.

Go-G-

for

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

1 1

Europe a
22

Dining

"THE FORTUNE COOKIE"

a machine gun!"

Eastern School of Hypnotism
240 Rivlngton Street
New York 2, N.Y.
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PRESSURE-COOKE-

To the Editor:

PRESIDENT

Distinctive
Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.

WEEK

- L - Hy

Dr. Marcus Bloch

V

of it."

"Though he is free to do what
he desires outside of these activi
ties, though his friends are those
whom he, ultimately, chooses to
call friends, the areas which do cussion.

Free Delivery

Ei5l'lc'$f

EAST LIBERTY

(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)
Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days a Week

Freedlander's
Young Moderns

Shop

